MAXIMIZE YOUR REVENUE

To maximize revenue, ice arenas need to be multifunctional and use their facilities for events without removing the ice. For non-ice activities, choose TERRACOVER ICE® to protect your most valuable asset and have peace of mind knowing that your ice surface will be protected for many years.

From ice hockey to charity events, concerts, trade shows or graduation ceremonies and back again, TERRACOVER ICE® is the proven ice protection cover. It will convert small or large ice arenas, local or NHL, risks easily, quickly and safely for whatever event you are hosting.

TERRACOVER ICE® is also affordable. It offers better insulation and protection, therefore, eliminating repair and replacement costs and it offers the lowest annual cost compared to other surface covers. So if you think you cannot afford it, think again. You can afford it. PLUS you get all the added features and benefits you want and need in a surface cover to protect your ice surface.

MAKE YOUR ARENA MULTIFUNCTIONAL

• Tradeshows  • Exhibitions  • Concerts  • Charity Events
• Boxing/Wrestling  • Ceremonies  • And More

TERRACOVER ICE®

THE BETTER CHOICE FOR ALL YOUR EVENT NEEDS

Interlocking system – no gaps, minimal shrinkage giving you the appearance of a finished floor
Highest insulation factor
Custom cut and custom fit
Anti-slip surface
Durable and strong – bears the weight of forkifts, cherry pickers and glass carts
Quick and easy to install and remove
Easy to clean and store
Long lifespan
Affordable

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT TERRACOVER ICE®

"If you are looking for an ice cover that goes down fast, is easy to handle, and looks great, then Terracover Ice is the one I would recommend. You can start to set up even before the floor is finished due to its locking mechanism and you can even drive a forkift on it.

It has an excellent insulation factor and its overlapping edges make it perfect for cleaning with your floor scrubber. In my opinion it is by far the number one ice cover in the industry."

Bob Quigley, General Manager
Dartmouth Sportsplex
MAXIMIZE YOUR REVENUE

To maximize revenue, ice arenas need to be multifunctional and use their facilities for events without removing the ice. For non-ice activities, choose TERRACOVER ICE® to protect your most valuable asset and have peace of mind knowing that your ice surface will be protected for many years.

From ice hockey to charity events, concerts, tradeshows or graduation ceremonies and back again, TERRACOVER ICE® is the proven ice protection cover. It will convert small or large ice arenas, local or NHL, risks easily, quickly and safely to whatever event you are hosting.

TERRACOVER ICE® is also affordable. It offers better insulation and protection, therefore, eliminating repair and replacement costs and it offers the lowest annual cost compared to other surface covers. So if you think you cannot afford it, think again. You can afford it. PLUS you get all the added features and benefits you want and need in a surface cover to protect your ice surface.
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TERRACOVER ICE®
THE BETTER CHOICE FOR ALL YOUR EVENT NEEDS

- Interlocking system — no gaps, minimal shrinkage giving you the appearance of a finished floor
- Quick and easy to install and remove
- Highest insulation factor
- Easy to clean and store
- Custom cut and custom fit
- Long lifespan
- Anti-slip surface
- Affordable
- Durable and strong – bears the weight of forklifts, cherry pickers and glass carts

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT TERRACOVER ICE®

“If you are looking for an ice cover that goes down fast, is easy to handle, and looks great, then Terracover Ice is the one I would recommend. You can start to set up even before the floor is finished due to its locking mechanism and you can even drive a forklift on it.

It has an excellent insulation factor and it’s overlapping edges make it perfect for cleaning with your floor scrubber. In my opinion it is by far the number one ice cover in the industry.”

Bob Quigley, General Manager
Dartmouth Sportsplex
Durable Panels
- Allows forklift to operate safely on the system even before the entire floor is installed

Quick Installation

Quickly Cleaned After Events

Tiles cut and finished to exactly fit dasher boards.

High R factor of 4
More energy savings and customer comfort.

Employee/Installer safety feature
Due to camlock connector, set up of event can begin while panels are still being installed, further reducing set up time.

6.6 ft. x 6.6 ft. panel sizes (42 sq. ft.)
25% Fewer panels mean quicker installation and removal times.

High point load
Forklifts and cherry pickers can operate on top of the system even during installation because of the panels durability and strength.

Anti-slip surface
Attractive chevron design creates anti-slip surface. Safer for employees and customers.

TERRACOVER ICE®
PROVEN ICE PROTECTION

Overlapping panel edges for added protection
No open joints allowing for spills to reach ice surface or warmer air to seep through open joints to melt ice in those areas.

Designed Specifically for Ice
Original design molds to ice and within seconds shrinks accordingly so no adjustments are required next day.

Locking connectors on all panels
Slipping or sliding of panels during installation is eliminated since the panels lock together forming a one piece floor. A safer system for workers when installing panels.

Appearance of a finished floor
The panels all locked together give the appearance of a finished floor surface. No need to carpet on top of it.

Highest Insulation Factor
50% higher than the industry standard.

Custom cut and fit to your facility
Panels are cut to match the radius of the dasher boards and panel edges are heat sealed to maintain the strength and integrity of the tile.

Easy to clean
No special cleaning is required. The panels are secure due to the camlock connectors giving you the ability to simply run your sweeper/scrubber machine over the surface once the event is finished. Then remove the cover system and store for the next event.

Patented Camlock Connector

Enclosed Polyurethane Insulation

Anti-Slip Surface

Camlock Receptacle

Overlapping 1/2” Panel Edges

Foamed in Place Insulation

Quick Installation

Durable Panels

At-a-glance
- Interlocking system with no gaps
- Saves energy costs
- Easy to install and remove
- Best insulation factor
- Lightweight: 1.9 lbs per square foot
- 5 Years warranty with expected life span of 15 years or more
- Fire rated according to worldwide standards
- Life-time warranty on camlocks
**TERRACOVER ICE®**

**OFFERS YOU MORE**

**PROVEN ICE PROTECTION**

- **Overlapping panel edges for added protection.** No open joints allowing for spills to reach ice surface or warmer air to seep through open joints to melt ice in those areas.
- **Patented Camlock Connector**
- **Enclosed Polyurethane Insulation**
- **Anti-Slip Surface**
- **Camlock Reciprocal**
- **Overlapping 1/2” Panel Edges**
- **Highest Insulation Factor** 50% higher than the industry standard.
- **Custom cut and fit to your facility** Panels are cut to match the radius of the dasher boards and panel edges are heat sealed to maintain the strength and integrity of the tile.
- **Easy to clean** No special cleaning is required. The panels are secure due to the camlock connectors giving you the ability to simply run your sweeper/scrubber machine over the surface once the event is finished. Then remove the cover system and store for the next event.
- **Appearance of a finished floor** The panels all locked together give the appearance of a finished floor surface. No need to carpet on top of it.

---

**Highpoint on load** Forklifts and cherry pickers can operate on top of the system even during installation because of the panels durability and strength.

---

**At-a-glance**
- Interlocking system with no gaps
- Saves energy costs
- Easy to install and remove
- Best insulation factor
- Lightweight: 1.9 lbs per square foot
- 5 Years warranty with expected life span of 15 years or more
- Fire rated according to worldwide standards
- Life-time warranty on camlocks

---

**Tiles cut and finished to exactly fit dasher boards.**

---

**Durable Panels** Allows fork lift to operate safely on the system even before the entire floor is installed.

---

**Quickly Cleaned After Events**

---

**Durable Panels** Allows fork lift to operate safely on the system even before the entire floor is installed.
**PROVEN ICE PROTECTION**

**Overlapping panel edges for added protection.**
No open joints allowing for spills to reach ice surface or warmer air to seep through open joints to melt ice in those areas.

**Designed Specifically for Ice**
Original design molds to ice and within seconds shrinks accordingly so no adjustments are required next day.

**Locking connectors on all panels**
Slipping or sliding of panels during installation is eliminated since the panels lock together forming a one piece floor. A safer system for workers when installing panels.

**Appearance of a finished floor**
The panels all locked together give the appearance of a finished floor surface. No need to carpet on top of it.

**Highest Insulation Factor**
50% higher than the industry standard.

**Custom cut and fit to your facility**
Panels are cut to match the radius of the dasher boards and panel edges are heat sealed to maintain the strength and integrity of the tile.

**Easy to clean**
No special cleaning is required. The panels are secure due to the camlock connectors giving you the ability to simply run your sweeper/scrubber machine over the surface once the event is finished. Then remove the cover system and store for the next event.

---

**OFFERS YOU MORE**

**High R factor of 4**
More energy savings and customer comfort.

**Employee/installer safety feature**
Due to camlock connector, set up of event can begin while panels are still being installed, further reducing set up time.

6.6 ft. x 6.6 ft. panel sizes (42 sq. ft.)
25% Fewer panels mean quicker installation and removal times.

**High point load**
Forklifts and cherry pickers can operate on top of the system even during installation because of the panels durability and strength.

**Anti-slip surface**
Attractive chevron design creates anti-slip surface. Safer for employees and customers.

**At-a-glance**
- Interlocking system with no gaps
- Saves energy costs
- Easy to install and remove
- Best insulation factor
- Lightweight: 1.9 lbs per square foot
- 10 Years warranty with expected life span of 15 years or more
- Fire rated according to worldwide standards
- Life-time warranty on camlocks
MAXIMIZE YOUR REVENUE

To maximize revenue, ice arenas need to be multifunctional and use their facilities for events without removing the ice. For non-ice activities, choose TERRACOVER ICE® to protect your most valuable asset and have peace of mind knowing that your ice surface will be protected for many years.

From ice hockey to charity events, concerts, tradeshows or graduation ceremonies and back again, TERRACOVER ICE® is the proven ice protection cover. It will convert any large or small ice arena, local or NHL, into a comfortable environment easily and safely to whatever event you are hosting.

TERRACOVER ICE® is also affordable. It offers better insulation and protection, therefore, eliminating repair and replacement costs and it offers the lowest annual cost compared to other surface covers. So if you think you cannot afford it, think again. You can afford it. PLUS you get all the added features and benefits you want and need in a surface cover to protect your ice surface.

MAKE YOUR ARENA MULTIFUNCTIONAL

• Tradeshows  • Exhibitions  • Concerts  • Charity Events  
• Boxing/Wrestling  • Ceremonies  • And More

THE BETTER CHOICE FOR ALL YOUR EVENT NEEDS

✓ Interlocking system – no gaps, minimal shrinkage giving you the appearance of a finished floor
✓ Quickest and easiest to install and remove
✓ Highest insulation factor
✓ Easy to clean and store
✓ Custom cut and custom fit
✓ Long lifespan
✓ Anti-slip surface
✓ Affordable
✓ Durable and strong – bears the weight of forklifts, cherry pickers and glass carts

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT TERRACOVER ICE®

"If you are looking for an ice cover that goes down fast, is easy to handle, and looks great, then Terracover Ice is the one I would recommend. You can start to set up even before the floor is finished due to its lack of mechanism and you can even drive a forklift on it.

It has an excellent insulation factor and its overlapping edges make it perfect for cleaning with your floor scrubber. In my opinion it is by far the number one ice cover in the industry."

Bob Quigley, General Manager
Dartmouth Sportsplex